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The Rules and How-To-play 

You can play individually or as team. Give each player a notepad and pencil and have a 

dictionary available or access to the internet. 

Open up the periodic table board and place all 123 of the symbol and blank tiles in the tile 

bag provided. 

You start by removing FOUR tiles from the tile bag at random and placing them face-up on 

the same element symbol on the Periodic Table board. (Use the Atomic Number to help you 

find where to place the tile) 

As soon as you have placed all the tiles on the board, start the timer. All players then use 

their pads and pencils to form as many words as possible within 45 seconds. Words can 

ONLY be formed from the symbol tiles on the board. 

Players must shout out the word or words formed from the symbol tiles on the board, while 

pointing to the elements used eg. – F9Al13Se34 

All Players must agree the word and score. Players can challenge the acceptability of a word 

or accuracy of a spelling by referring to a dictionary or searching the web 

Record the score for each player or team at the end of each round on a separate piece of 

paper and keep a total to see who is in the lead 

All words can be used except suffixes, prefixes, abbreviations,hyphenations, acronyms, 

people’s names and foreign language words.  

Symbols can be used more than once in the same word eg - Ba56Na11Na11     

Plurals are allowed. 

The example booklet can NOT be used during gameplay. 

Words can not be duplicated, unless the element symbol tiles used to form the word are 

different eg. Ag47N7Os76Ti22C6 (scores – 158) and Ag47No102S16Ti22C6 (scores – 187) 

Remember each word can ONLY be formed from the symbol tiles placed on the periodic 

table board and NO words will be accepted or scored after the 45 seconds has elapsed. 



Once a round is completed play then passes clockwise to the next person or team to pick up 

four tiles. Play continues until all the spaces on the board have been covered by the symbol 

tiles. 

 

Blank Tiles 

There are 5 blank tiles marked with the ‘FReNeTiC’ logo. 

If you draw a blank tile DO NOT place this on the board.  

You keep the blank tiles and can use one or more in any round to act as ANY symbol on the 

Periodic Table board to assist in forming a word.  

If a blank tile is used, the word score includes the Atomic Number of the element that the 

blank tile represents. 

Blank tiles can only be used ONCE and are discarded from play in future rounds, unless you 

form a word which is one of the elements in the Periodic Table (See Scoring). 

 

Scoring 

All players or teams can score points in every round. There may be early rounds where 

nobody scores any points. 

If a word is accepted, the score is the total of the ‘Atomic Number’ of the Element symbol 

tiles used to form the word, eg. Ac89Ce58S16S16 = Access = 179 points 

If you create a word from the symbol tabs that is actually one of the elements in the 

Periodic Table eg. Ca20Rb37O8N7 = Carbon = 72 score, then you can claim all of the blank tiles 

that have been discarded from play upto that point. 

Total the scores for each player or team after every round on a separate piece of paper to 

keep track of the scores. 

You are the winner if you have the highest score once all the spaces on the board have been 

covered by the symbol tiles. 

 

Contents 

Fold-out customised board of The Periodic Table. 

118 multi-coloured Element symbol and Atomic Number tiles. 

5 blank FReNeTiC logo tiles 

How-to-play booklet 

45 second sand timer  

1 tile bag 

4 pads 



4 pencils 

List of the Elements 

Example booklet 
 

Design 

Large Board Game form factor – H399 x W266 x D75mm  

Age 12+  

For 2+ players or teams 

Playtime 45-60min 

 

Board Design 

 


